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ABSTRACT
This causal comparative study was designed to compare the mathematical
performance of Grade 3 students in Provincial public and Islamic private schools in
Ontario. Three hundred and fifty eight third grade students’ EQAO (Education Quality
and Accountability Office) mathematics assessment results of the years 2001-2002 to
2003-2004 were analyzed. At the provincial standard (Level 3) in 2003-2004, An-noor
Islamic school superseded the entire public school board by 2%. More than a half of the
students of both An-noor Islamic school and Queen Victoria public school achieved at or
above the provincial standard.
In 2003-2004, more than a half (54%) of all students of Abraar Islamic School
obtained Level 3 or the provincial standard whereas only 21% of Pinecrest public school
students obtained Level 3. The results indicated that Abraar school students outperformed
their counterparts at Pinecrest public school students in mathematics. When the 20022003 EQAO assessments of An-noor Islamic School and Queen Victoria public school of
Windsor, Ontario were compared, the results showed a significant difference in
mathematics achievement between the two school types. The p-value reported was less
than the selected significance level (i.e., p < .05). The exact p-value was found to be .015.
When each private Islamic school’s EQAO mathematics results were compared to the
EQAO results of the entire province, only An-noor Islamic school versus Province of
Ontario of 2002-2003 EQAO assessment results indicated significant difference.
However, in most cases, the findings indicated that the school type (public or private) that
a student attends had no significant effect on mathematical achievement.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study compares the mathematical performance of Grade 3 students in
provincial public and Islamic private schools in Ontario. In particular, it investigates
whether the school type a student attends influences the academic achievement in
mathematics.
A. General Statement of the Problem
School choice exists today in a variety of forms, from charter schools, magnet
schools, and district and state public schools and privately financed voucher schools.
Despite years of research and debate, the question of whether school choice improves
student outcomes persists. Those who support the concept of school choice argue that
injecting greater competition into the education system can improve education, while
opponents suggest that choice would help only a few students and hurt the many that are
left behind. It is believed by some that private school outcomes are generally superior to
public school outcomes. Recently, much of the debate around differences between public
and private schools has revolved around statistical analysis designed to control for
student background characteristics, thus leading to the identification of a private school
impact that demands explanation. The push to expand public funding for private
education— in the form of vouchers or charter schools— is based on several key claims
derived from theories of how an education market should function. Empirical evidence
for or against these claims has been scarce. Based on a number of recent studies in the
United States and in other countries, a lot more is known about educational markets—
much of the information needed to judge whether the claims are valid is available. The

1
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school type, public or private, and the differences in academic achievement of students
who attend them have been the major focus of many studies.
The proponents of private schools argue that more competition from private
schools will enhance the quality of public school education (Friedman & Friedman
1981). Numerous studies found private school students performed better than their public
school counterparts (Goldhaber, 2001; Jimenez, Lockheed, & Paqueo 1991; Kingdon
1996). Proposals that suggest students should not be constrained to attend only public
schools were on the rise (Jimenez et al, 1991). This issue of school choice is a global
phenomenon that many are investigating. Educators and parents are eager to be well
informed about the education of students and they demand for their children an
environment that is conducive for learning and academic success. Considering this global
reality, attention must be given to the issue of school choice. Consequently, conducting
an investigation on the effect of school type on academic achievement is necessary.
In 1997, Ontario introduced a new mathematics curriculum in which students are
expected to improve their ability in mathematical problem solving skills as early as the
first grade. Despite the large number of studies related to school types such as vouchers,
charter and Catholic schools and public schools, surprisingly none of them compared
provincial public and Islamic private schools.

To help fill the void, this study would examine the impact of school type on
mathematical achievement with particular reference to Islamic schools. Specifically, the
study would compare the mathematics performance of Grade 3 students in a provincial
public school and that of their counterparts in an Islamic private school in Ontario.
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B. Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this research, the following terms will be defined: Charter
School is a public educational entity that operates under a charter or contract negotiated
between the organizers, who design and run the school, and an organization that holds the
school accountable based on charter provisions.
Magnet School is a public school that typically focuses on particular academic subjects
such as math, science and arts to attract students. Private School is a school that is
controlled by an individual or agency other than a governmental entity, which is usually
supported primarily by other than public funds, and the operation of whose program rests
with someone other than publicly elected or appointed officials.
Public School is a school that is supported by public funds, and the operation of whose
program rests with publicly elected or appointed officials.
The Grade 3 and Grade 6 assessments are exams that measure how well students have
met the provincial expectations set in the Ontario curriculum, Grades 1-8.
C. Research Question and Hypothesis
The purpose of this study is to address the following question: Do third grade
students of provincial public schools and Islamic private schools in Ontario achieve at the
same level in mathematics?
The hypothesis for this study, stated in the null, is: There will be no statistically
significant difference between the mathematics achievement of Grade 3 students in
provincial public schools and Islamic private schools in Ontario.
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D. Significance of Study
The proposed study will investigate whether academic achievement in
mathematics is determined by the school type a student attends. The study will provide
more information about the issue of school choice. Since the studies, which examined
whether school choice promotes a higher achievement are so few, the findings of this
study will add to the available research on the subject. Parents will be able to make the
right choice for the education of their children. If a statistically significant difference is
found, researchers will be encouraged to further study this area by utilizing a true
experimental research design in order to determine the cause and effect of the
relationship. It is suggested that such a study will result in better guidance being available
to parents and educators and all those interested in the education of our children.
Due to the rapid advancement of technology, all students, at public or private
schools, must be equipped with adequate skills to solve math problems effectively.
Educators’ own beliefs toward school choice and academic achievement will be
examined and analyzed. Administrators of both public and private schools will be
provided with information that will enable them to implement programs suitable to their
school needs. Governments and school policy makers will also utilize the results of this
study by developing policies that respond positively to the specific needs of each and
every school that operates under their guidance. It is hoped that the results of the study
would help provide better guidance to parents, guardians, and educators with regard to
school choice for children in our religiously diverse society.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The notion of public and private school choice options has been around in the
United States of America and Canada since the past century. Religious and other
independent groups constructed, preserved, and operated their own schools. The concept
of school choice had been initiated by people who could financially pay for private
education and whose religious or ideological needs were not met by public schools
(Kaestle, 1983).
A. Private Schools and Student Achievement
According to Henig and Sugarman (1999), in the U.S.A. “about 5 million
children, or around 10 percent of the approximately 50 million children in school, attend
private schools; about 85 percent of these attend religious schools” (p. 23).
A study conducted by Colenman, Hoffer, and Kilgore (1982) showed that
students in private schools have performed better academically than those in public
schools. Others like Cain and Goldberger (1983) argued that the observed superiority of
private school students must be attributed to the fact that already higher achieving public
school students were attending private schools. Cain and Goldberger not only disagreed
with the results that Colenman and associates released but attacked them with a fair
amount of vehemence. Their research methods, or, their execution of the methods, were
replete with flaws. The presentation of their style was viewed as one-sided —pro-private.
They wrote a brief for the proposition that society shifts to the subsidization of private
schools and away from the subsidization of public schools.

5
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According to Rohde (1991), when the Milwaukee Catholic school system
examined their students’ average scores by race, they found a large achievement gap
between the black and white students as was the case among the city public school
students. Compared to the large amount of research on Catholic high schools, only a few
studies focused on elementary schools. One credible study addressed the selection
problem by comparing fourth-grade gains in a sample of low-income Catholic schools to
first-grade gains. The study found net gains in math and reading but only for white
students in urban schools (Goldman, 1995).
Green and Peterson (1996) compared the achievement of students with
government vouchers and those in Milwaukee Public schools by utilizing a quasiexperimental design. The results indicated that private school students made gains in
math but not in reading. Gamoran (1996) compared student achievement of 48 magnet
schools, 57 Catholic, and 39 secular private schools. Magnet schools were specialized
schools for high ability students, usually with a specific focus (e.g., performing and/or
visual arts, math and/or science, aviation school, etc.). Three thousand students in total
participated in the study. The achievement tests included four subjects: mathematics,
science, reading, and social studies. The researcher observed that on the mathematics test,
students in public schools scored four points lower than students in Catholic schools and
11 points lower than students in secular private schools. Gamoran argued that since the
majority of students in private schools were white and of higher socioeconomic status,
the differences of the raw scores could have been misleading. When the researcher
controlled for the students’ prior achievement, race, gender, family status and ethnicity,
achievement differences between private and public schools disappeared. Other
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researchers found students in private schools gained higher scores in achievement tests,
even when students’ backgrounds were accounted for (Hanks, 1996; Johnson, 1999;
Peterson, 1998).
Bracey (2000) conducted a nonexperimental study and examined the private
school vouchers. In this study, three questions were raised. First, did students that used
vouchers to attend a private school achieve higher marks than they would have obtained
in a public school? Second, did vouchers result in student sorting or cream-skimming by
ability, income, race, and how student outcomes were being affected? Third, did vouchers
promote competition that resulted in improved outcomes for students of public schools?
The researcher concluded that attending private secondary schools- mainly Catholic- led
to small gains in the academic achievement of the students. Domanico (2001) compared
the academic performance of Catholic elementary schools with that of the public schools
in New York City. The Catholic elementary schools’ student population was 98,000,
roughly 14 percent of public school enrolment. The data utilized in the study were from
the State of New York’s fourth and eighth grade tests in English language arts and
mathematics. All public schools were required to administer the tests; however, private
schools that took the exams did so on a voluntary basis. Results indicated that Catholic
school students achieved higher levels than their public school counterparts. For example,
grade eight Catholic students achieved 17-points higher in English language arts and 20points higher in mathematics respectively than public school students. The study also
found that the Catholic schools maintained a basic level of achievement better than public
schools, however, the pass rate on state exams in the Catholic system were not high
enough.
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Another study by Park (2003) investigated the effects of school type (private or
public) on parent involvement and academic achievement of kindergarten school
students. Subjects consisted of 10,704 public school and 3,123 private school
kindergarten students. The results indicated that the socioeconomic status of students and
the impact of school type on achievement were negatively related. In other words, the
higher the socioeconomic level, the weaker the impact of school type on achievement.
Figlio and Stone (1997) measured the differences in achievements in mathematics
and science of public and private school students. Data used were from the National
Educational Longitudinal Survey (NELS) conducted by the United States Department of
Education’s National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). In this study, investigators
allowed more heterogeneity in the private schools by categorizing them into religious and
nonreligious private schools. They also claimed that the instrument used was superior to
the set of all instruments utilized in the past studies. They found that, even after they
controlled for variables such as family, and other variables, large and significantly
positive treatment effects in mathematics and science achievement persisted. They also
stated that the mixed results regarding the effectiveness of private schools may have been
due to differences in dependent variables or given samples, or the differences may have
been due to the utilization of instruments that were not strongly correlated.
Recognizing the limitations of using either the random sample of public school
students or the unsuccessful applicants- i.e. those students who applied for vouchers to
attend private schools but were not approved- as a control group, Rouse (1998) used both
of them but augmented the analysis by controlling for student characteristics that did not
change over time. The analysis of achievement gains was also complicated by the fact
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that many students who were given vouchers did not utilize them and by the non-random
attrition of students from the sample over time. Rouse’s sensitivity to differing
ways of dealing with these statistical problems added credibility to the conclusion that
private schools might provide some academic advantages over public schools for urban
minority children —at least in mathematics. Gains in achievement were by no means
guaranteed. In this study, Rouse found statistically significant gains in math but none in
reading for those students who used a voucher to attend a private school.
Johnson’s (1999) study examined the differences in academic performance
between the two school types. The study analyzed the mathematics scores of AfricanAmerican students in Grades Four and Eight in the District of Colombia’s (D.C.) public
and Catholic schools. The researcher obtained the 1996 test scores from the District’s
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). The results showed that, in D.C.
Catholic schools, the average grade eight African-American student received better
marks in math than 72 percent of his or her public school peers. The investigator also
noticed that fourth grade African-American Catholic school students scored 6.5 percent
higher on math test than their public school counterparts.
Robson and Hepburn (2002) stated that 92 percent of Canadians benefited from the
available school choices funded through the taxpayers’ money. Discussing how Canadian
publicly funded education differed from that of the United States of America, Robson and
Hepburn argued that in some Canadian provinces, private and religious schools were
funded publicly in the form of grants given to qualified students. For example, the
province of Ontario offers to parents with children who attend private schools a
refundable tax credit. At the end of the year, parents claimed back a certain percentage of
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their children’s tuition fee. Home schoolers were also funded in one Canadian province.
Robson and Hepburn stated that international studies concluded that those private schools
in Canadian provinces where public funds were available exhibited “both higher average
scores and better scores for less advantaged students” (p. 5). However, Kahlenberg
(2002) suggested that public schools housed larger populations of students than voucher
schools and if low-income students’ enrolment in voucher schools increases, the claimed
superiority of voucher schools would disappear.
McEwan and Camoy (2000) assessed the relative effectiveness and efficiency of
private and public schools in Chile, where the Chilean government introduced a
nationwide voucher plan in 1980. Chile’s Ministry of Education conducted a national
assessment of mathematics and Spanish achievement called the Sistema National de
Evaluacion de la Educacion (SIMCE). In even years between 1988 and 1996, the
assessment was given to fourth-graders and in odd years, to eighth-graders. The
researchers focused on the fourth-grade assessment in the years 1990, 1992, 1994, and
1996. The SIMCE assessment provided mean achievement scores in Spanish and
mathematics for each school. The result showed that there was an average difference in
achievement across school types. Differences between public and non-voucher schools
were specially pronounced. Catholic voucher schools had higher achievement scores than
public schools.
Alderman, Orazem, and Patemo (2001) examined school quality, school cost, and
public private school choices of low-income households in Pakistan. The study also
focused on how the delivery of private school services to low-income neighbourhoods in
Lahore, Pakistan affected the enrolments and achievements of students. Participants of
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the study were 1,650 households in 50 different sampling clusters. School attributes,
proximity, and fees were analyzed to identify elements that influenced the decision
making of poor households in sending their children to government school, private
school, or no school. The analysis divulged that poor households sent their children to
private schools as income increased. Students of private schools achieved higher marks in
mathematics and languages than their counterparts in government schools. Other studies
that focused on public versus private school effectiveness in developing countries had
concluded that children in private schools were more likely to achieve better grades than
those in government schools (Cox & Jimenez 1991; Jimenez, Lockheed, & Paqueo 1991;
Kingdon 1996).
Hsieh and Shen (2001) reviewed a National Household Education Survey (NHES)
conducted by the U.S. Department of Education in 1993. A nationally representative
sample of 12,680 parents from the fifty States was interviewed. The purpose of the
survey was to find the status of school choice in America. The researchers stated that the
proponents for school choice argued that competition among schools, private and public,
would improve the quality of education. Hsieh and Shen looked at different types of
school choice and described the methodology utilized to determine “(1) what kinds of
parents make which school choice decision and (2) what reasons they have for their
decisions” (p. 88). The results indicated that:

Clearly there is a difference between parents who choose public schools or
private schools for their children. Parents who send their children to a private
school, no matter if it is religious or nonreligious, tend to be white and have
higher education levels and family income. This phenomenon of social
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stratification is consistent with our observations. What is interesting, however,
is that a very high percentage of African American parents make choices within
the public school system. In sum, the national scene in relation to school choice
reveals that white, affluent parents tend to choose private schools; African
American parents with low incomes tend to choose schools within the public
school system; and middle-class parents tend to send their children to assigned
public schools, although they also make choices for their children's education
by deciding where to live. (p. 89).

Parents who decided to send their children to private schools indicated that they
had the opportunity to join with teachers and administrators in creating a suitable
environment for learning which was free from regulations and restrictions. The results
also showed that the common motivation for parents to send their children to private
schools was better academic achievements. Hsieh and Shen discussed the implications for
school choice and stated that:

The current situation regarding school choice as revealed in the national survey
has implications for school choice policies. The survey findings clearly indicate
that the choice of private schools, no matter if they are religious or nonreligious
schools, increases social stratification and cultural and ethnic segregation.
Therefore, any mechanisms to allow children to use public funds to attend private
schools, such as vouchers and tax credits, are not compatible with the goal of
social integration. Furthermore, to use public funds to subsidize those who
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currently have means to send their children to private schools raises a serious
issue of social equity, (p. 91).

Using the 1992 National Education Longitudinal Survey data set, Jeynes (2002)
measured the relationship between students’ enrolment in religious schools and their
academic achievement. The results suggested that those students who attended religious
schools performed better academically than those who did not. Interestingly, the author
also found that “ ... Black and Hispanic students as well as children of low socioeconomic
status performed better academically in religious schools than in nonreligious school.”
(p. 420).
B. Public Schools and Student Achievement
A study conducted in Cleveland, Ohio, by M etcalf (2001) examined first grade
through to the end of second grade voucher and public school pupils’ performance in
language, reading, and math. The study found, contrary to all previous studies, that public
school students outperformed voucher students in all three subjects. Voucher students
were those whose parents received a predetermined amount of money from their
government and presented it to the school of their choice.
Lassibille and Tan’s (2001) study compared the efficiency of four types of
schools in Tanzania, East Africa: Government and Community schools in the public
sector, and Christian and Wazazi (Non Christian) schools in the private sector. They used
longitudinal data from a survey conducted in 1994-1996 by the Bureau of Educational
Research and Evaluation at the University of Dar es Salam in collaboration with the
World Bank. The subjects were students at 150 secondary schools. Variables examined
were: father’s occupation, age, gender, home region, school type attended and, the grade
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earned. The results stated that both types of private schools were less efficient than both
types of public schools. They also found that Community public schools were more
efficient than Government schools. Lubienski and Lubienski (2004) examined the
mathematics performance of students in public, Catholic, and other private schools. A
sample of 23,000 forth and eighth grade students from 1,340 public and private schools
participated in the study. The analysis substantiated that private school students, on
average, performed substantially better than their public school counterparts. However,
the authors concluded that when variables such as SES, race, and disability status
differences of the students were taken into account, public school students performed
significantly better than both Catholic and other private schools.
Witte (2003) suggested that public school choice programs, which affect a much
larger number of U.S. students than do educational vouchers, offered the chance to
promote achievement on a grand scale. Witte examined previous studies of school choice
and found that only urban African American students in voucher programs showed
significant academic improvement. The author concluded that if the voucher programs
were expanded to include large numbers of low income students, the academic benefits
found in the research would likely be lost, because once voucher schools accept large
numbers of low income students, they are likely to face all the difficulties of high poverty
schools (negative peer influences, low parental involvement, and less ability to attract
qualified teachers). This study also indicated that after creaming off the most motivated
students and parents to the voucher schools, the students left behind in public schools
may be marginally worse off. Witte suggested that instead of trying to pack low-income
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students into a tiny number of private voucher schools, carefully structured public school
choice programs could build on the success of thousands of middle class public schools.
C. The effects of Private School Competition on Public School Student Achievement
Many researchers argued that more competition from private schools resulted in a
better quality of public education (Friedman 1962; Friedman & Friedman 1981). Hoxby’s
(1994) study exhibited that private schools enhanced the quality of public education.
Another study conducted by Sander (1999) focused on the effects of private schools on
public elementary and secondary school achievement in Illinois. Mathematics scores for
grades six and ten were examined. The findings did not support the notion that suggested
the competition between private and public schools affects the quality of public schools’
education.
Howard (2003) conducted a study whose purpose was to determine the effects (if
any) of private school competition on public school student achievement in North
Carolina. The study dwelled on various student outcomes such as student dropout rates,
high school student achievement results by ethnicity, and also elementary and secondary
student achievement results. The data were collected from North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction and the 2000 U.S. Census for the school year 1998-1999. The results
suggested that private school competition did not affect the public school student
achievement in North Carolina.
Hoxby (2001) studied public school responses to school choice programs.
Studying charter schools in Michigan and Arizona, Hoxby found that public schools
exposed to competition from charter schools made significantly better improvements in
test scores than public schools not exposed to charter competition. In Arizona, Hoxby
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found that 4th grade math scores improved by 3 percentile points in public schools
exposed to charter competition, and only by 1 percentile point in public schools not
exposed to competition. Hoxby also found that public schools exposed to choice had
significantly higher gains in 4th grade reading, 7th grade math, and 7th grade reading.
The author argued that if schools exposed to competition in Phoenix continue to improve
so much faster than schools in the Phoenix suburbs, the achievement gap between them
would close in less than ten years. In Michigan, the study found that in public schools
exposed to charter competition, 4th grade reading scores climbed 2.4 scale points faster
than in other public schools, and 4th grade math scores climbed 2.5 scale points faster.
The author wrote that if this trend continued, the achievement gap between public schools
in Detroit and public schools in the wealthy suburb of Grosse Pointe would close in less
than twenty years.
D. What Motivates the Choice of one school type over another and the Status of School
Choice
Belfield (2002) compared public, private-independent, private-religious, and
home-schooled students. The main purpose of the study was to identify what motivated
the choice of one school type over another. The household and community characteristics
that influenced the school choice decision and their relative importance across each
school type were analyzed. The study posed several policy questions as follows: how
important were household compositions (such as two parent families) compared to the
education level of the parents? Did families with special learning needs seek homeschooling as an alternative to public schools, rather than private schools? What school
types did students of religions other than Catholicism choose? Statistical equations were
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used to answer such questions. Belfield’s data were collected from the 1999 National
Household Expenditure Survey (NHES99) and micro-data from SAT test-participants in
2001 (ETS01). NHES99 was a random-dialing telephone survey, with a representative
sample of all civilian, non-institutionalized US citizens. Screening interview of 57,278
households (74% response rate) was conducted, and then 17,640 parents with children
were interviewed (88% response rate). The results for both the NHES99 and ETS01
indicated that the family financial resources correlated positively with private schooling,
and home schooling was found to “inversely” be related with the levels of family
resource. The NHES99 also indicated that larger numbers of adults in the household were
negatively related with religious schooling. Student characteristics influenced the school
choice decision. For example, the NHES99 showed male students were less likely to
attend private-religious school. For ethnicity, the results showed that African American
and Latino students were less likely to attend private schools and more likely to attend
public schools; Asian students were spread more evenly across the options.
E. Teachers’ beliefs about Mathematics and Student Achievement
Abel, Cogbum and Hersh (1983) conducted a study on female students. In this
study, the generally accepted belief that visual-spatial skills were a major prerequisite for
mathematics achievement was tested. Results indicated that there was not a strong
connection or causal relationship between the student’s ability to solve spatial problems
and mathematics achievement.

Fennema, Peterson, Carpenter, and Lubinski (1990) analyzed the teachers’
mathematics beliefs pertaining to student achievements and gender differences. The
results suggested that teachers believed that girls’ successes were as a result of teacher’s
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control and boys’ successes were attributed to their inherent and unchangeable capacity
to learn.
According to Bruce and Lawrenz (1991), teachers believed that the most
important skill for future successes for high school chemistry students was the
development of basic mathematics skills. It was found that only 41% of students
completed successfully the mathematics skills test required by chemistry students on
material that was taught and presumably learned prior to the ninth grade. Teachers of
these students presumed and believed that students mastered these mathematics skills and
as a result spend a minimal amount of time teaching or reviewing these required skills.
Another study conducted by Everston, Sanford, and Brophy (1980) found that
there were positive relationships between student achievement and teachers’ teaching
style. For example, the way teachers monitored the classroom, teachers’ class
management, teachers’ organization and their style of questioning had consistent
relationships with students’ achievement. The study also found that there were negative
relationships between mathematics achievement and teacher manners such as teacher’s
dealing with student inattention or unpreparedness for class, serious misbehaviours and
teacher criticism of students.
Bourke (1986) conducted a study in which some Australian teachers’ mathematics
lesson plans and teaching styles in small classrooms were observed. The following
characteristics were found to be associated with a higher achievement: 1) teachers taught
the class as a whole instead of individually or in small groups; 2) less teacher/student
interactions occurred; 3) teachers asked numerous questions during the lecture; 4)
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teachers gave students enough time to answer questions; 5) more homework was assigned
and; 6) classrooms were less noisy and more productive.

Rossmiller (1985) analyzed a longitudinal study of student performance in
elementary schools. The purpose of the study was to examine the relationships between
student academic achievement in mathematics and the personal characteristics,
instructional behaviours, and attitudes and beliefs of teachers. The teachers’ beliefs
scrutinized included: the different roles played by teachers and students in the education
process, classroom management and instructional styles of the teacher and the purpose of
education. The results indicated that none of the teachers’ beliefs maintained steady
relationships to student achievement in all elementary grade levels.
Fuchs, Fuchs, and Phillips (1994) studied teachers’ beliefs about the importance
of good student work habits, teacher planning and the academic growth of two students at
different achievement levels, learning disability (LD), and average ability (AA). Teachers
with high classroom standards reported greater responsiveness to student performance
during planning than did teachers with lower standards. Teachers with high standards
effected greater achievement for both levels of student, LD and AA, than did teachers
with lower standards. These findings reinforced the concept that teachers with higher
standards and stronger beliefs about the importance of work habits and classroom
behaviour also appeared to practice better instructional methods and effected higher
achievement in spite of perceived differences among learner capabilities.
Hafner (1993) utilized the data from the second International Mathematics Study
to examine the impact of mathematics teaching styles on class-level mathematics
achievement. The results suggested that the socioeconomic status and the ability of
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students determined the mathematics achievement and the specific teaching practices that
students received.
Behar-Horenstein, Pajares, and George (1996) examined the effect of teachers’
mathematics beliefs on instructional methods and on students’ academic achievement
during curriculum change innovation. The study found that the teachers’ beliefs were not
compatible with the proposed innovation plan. Teachers who adhered to traditional whole
group instruction methods did not motivate students to be engaged in the learning process
and ignored students who were off-task.
F. Student Achievement and Teachers’ pedagogical practices in Mathematics
Van de W alle’s (1973) study found that there were no causal relationships
between elementary mathematics teachers’ beliefs and their influence on student
computational ability, comprehension of mathematical concepts, and student achievement
at Grade 3 and 6 levels.
Ford (1994) conducted a study that examined teachers’ beliefs about
students’ problem solving abilities in mathematics. The subjects of the study were from
four elementary schools and the categories that were analyzed included: beliefs about the
mathematical problem solving; attributions about student performance in problem
solving; beliefs about the teaching and learning of problem solving in mathematics. The
teachers that participated in the study were asked to predict whether students would be
able to solve all nine word problems given to them. Teachers associated success and
failure in problem solving with student’s achievement in computation, reading and
reasoning abilities. Results suggested that teachers’ beliefs about the teaching and
learning of problem solving and problem solving abilities of students had no consistent
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relationships. In this study, teachers were against the use of calculators, team work, and
focused only on correct answers. Ford argued that the sample of teachers were only
limited to four elementary schools and could not be considered as a reasonable
representation of all elementary schools. Therefore, Ford suggested that more research
be conducted.
Emenaker (1995) studied the impact of a problem-solving approach to teaching
mathematics on preservice teachers’ beliefs and how the teacher achievement is affected.
The results indicated that high-achieving preservice teachers were more strongly
influenced by the problem solving approach than lower-achieving preservice teachers.
Wolleat, Pedro, Becker and Fennema (1980) analyzed casual attribution theory in
the domain of mathematics and examined the effects of level of mathematics
achievement, sex and the interaction of level of achievement and sex on attributional
patterns. The study included 647 female and 577 male secondary students. The
participants of the study completed the Mathematics Attribution Scale, an apparatus
utilized to measure high school students’ perceptions of causes of their performance in
algebra and geometry. The students also completed an achievement test to measure their
performance in algebra and geometry. The result showed that attributional patterns
existed. Similar results were reported by studies conducted by Ryckman and Peckham
(1987) and Stipek and Gralinski (1991). Marshal and Smith (1987) examined children’s
mathematics achievement on assessment tests administered to third and six grades. The
instruments utilized in the study were the Surveys of Basic Skills for Grade 3 and 6
students. The researchers analyzed six categories common to both tests.
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The categories were: computation problems, visual problems, traditional word
problems, nontraditional word problems, geometry/measurement problems, and counting
problems. Traditional word problems were story problems containing one or more
arithmetic operations. Nontraditional problems were problems in which a computational
response was not required. Instead, the student was expected to identify relevant
information or recognize a similar problem. Results indicated that third grade girls
demonstrated better performance on every category except traditional word problems.
Mills, Ablard and Stumpf (1993) examined students’ mathematical reasoning
ability. Their study consisted of academically talented students in Grades 2 to 6.
Although all students were considered talented, not all were talented specifically in
mathematics. The School and College Ability Test Series III were utilized in the study.
Analysis of the data revealed that performance increased with grade level for both boys
and girls.
The investigators’ findings were consistent with previous studies conducted by
Ablard, Tissot and Mills (1992). They found that academically talented students showed
performance indicative of formal operations well before twelve years of age. According
to Arai (2000), to foster the growth of strong and productive public and private schools,
government interventions to relieve the existing constraints may be appropriate, including
the creation of networking opportunities between private school managers and their
public school counterparts. Arai stated that private schools must be allowed to compete
for public funding to support their operations since they are also contributing to the
education of our future generations. Since the results of the studies reviewed were
conflicting in terms of their conclusions, the need for further work in the area becomes
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necessary. What is also noticeable in the above literature review is the fact that most of
the studies were conducted in the United States of America. Almost all the private
schools examined were Catholic schools. No single study specifically concerned Islamic
private schools was conducted in both Canada and the United States of America. As a
result, I am fully content with the fact that this current study will enrich the literature of
this field because it is a Canadian study and it examines the academic performance of
some Islamic private schools in Ontario.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
A. Subjects

The sample of this study included all Grade 3 students of three Islamic Private
Schools and Grade 3 students in three Provincial Public Schools in Ontario. These are
schools that participated in the EQAO (Education Quality and Accountability Office)
Grade 3 assessments of reading, writing and mathematics in 2001-2002 to 2003-2004.
The study looks only at the mathematics results of the assessments. The number of
subjects of the study was 358 students. Only 93 students were from the three Islamic
Private Schools and the remaining 265 students were from provincial public schools. A
total of six schools in three Ontario cities were selected conveniently because only those
Islamic private schools that participated in EQAO assessments were considered as
candidates. Once an Islamic private school was chosen, the closest provincial public
school was selected. The selection of the public school was determined by its physical
location relative to the selected Islamic private school.
The cities chosen for the study were Windsor, London and Ottawa. All Islamic
Private Schools in Ontario were considered as candidates provided that they participated
in EQAO Grade 3 mathematics assessments between the years of 2001 and 2004. Since
all provincial public schools are required to take the examination every year, all public
schools were also candidates. The students ranged in age from 8 to 9 years. All Grade 3
students of the chosen schools were included in the study. The data of the three
participating public schools were obtained from the EQAO web site; however, the data of
the three Islamic private schools were collected from the administration of each school.
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B. Instrumentation
The Grade 3 and Grade 6 assessments of Reading. Writing and Mathematics known as
EQAO tests
The Grade 3 and Grade 6 assessments were used to measure students’
achievement in reading, writing and mathematics and how well students have met the
provincial expectations spelled out in the Ontario Curriculum for grades one through
eight. The assessments are developed and designed by EQAO with the support of
teachers and administrators in Ontario. Some of the roles played by this team include
developing, field-testing, and validating the assessment materials (EQAO Report of
Provincial Results, 2003).

Reading
Students, in the reading part of the assessment, read a variety of materials and answer
questions about what they have read. Illustrations and graphics are included to enhance
the text and to make the reading more accessible to students. They exhibit their
knowledge and skills by reading both fiction and non-fiction materials. The assessment
scale for reading takes into account the use of various reading strategies and conventions
and the
ability to understand ideas, make inferences, make connections between ideas and relate
ideas to one’s personal experience.

Writing
In this part students are asked to use a range of forms and to write for different
purposes. The purpose of the writing assessment is to determine the extent to which
students utilize writing strategies and language conventions taught in their grade. This
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part also assesses how well students organize ideas, and communicate them in their
writing with the reader. “ ...During the assessment, students produce two pieces of written
work. One piece uses the written process, while the other is an on-demand piece” (EQAO
Report of Provincial Results, 2003, p. 9).

Mathematics
In this section, students are expected to show their mathematical knowledge and
skills. This part of the assessment covers the five strands of mathematics, namely,
number sense and numeration, geometry and spatial sense, measurement, patterning and
algebra, data management and probability. Since this study focuses on the mathematical
achievement of Grade 3 students in Ontario in both Islamic private and public schools, a
copy of an actual mathematics assessment of the year 2003-2004 will be included ( see
Appendix).
EQAO reports that Grade 3 and Grade 6 assessments undergo testing before they
are used, stating:
Each fall, the grade 3 materials are field-tested in 25 Grade 4 classrooms
across the province, and the Grade 6 materials are field tested in 25 Grade
7 classrooms. Altogether, approximately 500 Grade 4 and Grade 7
students and their teachers are involved. During the field test, teachers are
asked to complete a questionnaire regarding the appropriateness of all the
assessment materials, as well as the reaction of students to them.
Following field-test marking, EQAO analyzes all information generated
by the field test and compiles the final assessment materials (EQAO
Report of Provincial Results, 2003, p. 12).
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Information about the reliability and validity of the instrument is not provided, but
EQAO claims that the assessments produce valid and reliable data.

C. Design and Procedures
This study will utilize a causal-comparative research design. Causal comparative
studies compare two or more groups of subjects and typically involve at least one
categorical variable. For example, two groups that are different on a given variable are
compared on another variable. In the causal-comparative design, the researcher does not
manipulate variables; only relationships (if any) are determined. In this study, the school
type is a categorical variable and will be compared with the variable, mathematical
achievement. The researcher will not create differences between groups but will describe
conditions that already existed. For the EQAO, the Grade 3 and 6 assessments take place
every year in May and June for up to two and a half hours each day for five days. Prior to
the administration of the assessments, students are provided with introductory activities
to refresh their memories and then every student was required to produce his or her own
work when solving problems, writing responses and answering multiple-choice
questions. Teachers responsible for administering the tests were provided with guidelines
in the Teacher’s Daily plans (EQAO, the Grade 3 and Grade 6 Assessment of Reading,
Writing and Mathematics, 2002-2003). To ensure that all procedures outlined by EQAO
in the “Administration Guide fo r Teachers and Principals’’' (EQAO Report of Provincial
Results, 2003, p. 12) were followed, an EQAO quality assurance team visited about 10%
of the participating classrooms and collected data on whether teachers and principals
followed the procedures consistently as required. If any misconducts or irregularities
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were reported, EQAO trained staff followed up the issues and dealt with them
accordingly.
According to EQAO, “During marking, various types of reliability checks are
conducted. Questionnaires are administered to markers to gather feedback on the training
process. Each morning, before marking begins, markers score orientation booklets to
ensure marking procedures and standards are applied consistently from day to day. Each
afternoon, all markers score a reliability booklet, and the results are analyzed to evaluate
the degree of consistency and reliability of the marking” (EQAO Report of Provincial
Results, 2003, p. 12).
Furthermore, each day calibration booklets (random selection of students’
booklets) are re-evaluated, and the results of the marking are then compared to generate
statistics on marking reliability. When marking of the tests was completed, data were
recorded and attributed to individual students, schools, and school boards. In the case of
appeals for individual student’s test results, EQAO provided a formal process for such
reviews. For marking purposes, EQAO used a four level scale: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3,
and Level 4, when assigning grades to students. The scale is designed according to the
Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8 and Level 3 is considered to be the provincial standard.
Other terms that might be assigned to students include NEIS (Not Enough Information to
Score), NE1 (Not Enough Evidence for Level 1), No Data (Non-exempt students for
whom EQAO did not receive completed assessment booklets) and Exempt (students who
were formally exempted from participation in one or more components of the assessment
as identified by the school on the Student Information Form).
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Results of publicly funded schools and boards were posted on the EQAO Web
site for public access; however, the results for those private schools that chose to
participate in the assessment were sent to them.
D. Limitations of Design
There will be several limitations to the design of this study. The results of this
study will only compare the mathematical achievement of Grade 3 students in provincial
public and Islamic private schools in Ontario; however, the cause and effect of the results
will still remain unknown. It will not be possible to determine exactly why the condition
(if any) exists. This study will not account for an ethnicity variable. Differences in the
scores of the public and private school students may be due to variables other than the
school type. This study did not control for differences in I.Q and ethnicity. The results
will not affect the students’ record; as a result, they may not feel pressure to perform
well. Since the classrooms of the two types of schools are not reasonably similar in terms
of the resources that are available inside the classes, students’ responses will be affected
and that will cause a location threat. The participants of this study were not randomly
selected but were chosen based on their grade level and location. Since the sample size of
all private Islamic schools was far less than that of provincial public schools, the
representativeness of the sample will be questionable and generalization will only be
limited to those samples with the same characteristics.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine achievement in mathematics of Grade 3
students and to determine if school type (i. e., public or private) has any effect on mathematics
achievement. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) statistical model was used to
analyze the data. Fisher’s Exact test was utilized in the analysis of the data. The reason behind
choosing the Fisher’s Exact test was the fact it gave the exact p-value especially when the sample
size was relatively small as was the case in this study. The chi-square p-value was not utilized
when the study was analyzed because this p-value was only the approximated one. A significant
level of p<. 05 was chosen for the study. Tables 1 through 5 and their respective bar graphs show
the EQAO mathematics assessment results of Grade 3 students for three Islamic private schools,
three provincial public schools and their respective school boards and the entire province of
Ontario (see Tables and bar graphs). The results of the last three years from 2001-2002 to 20032004 were examined. Theses tables and their bar graphs show the levels (Level 1, Level 2, Level
3 and Level 4) at which students achieved in the mathematics assessments.
Table 1 and bar graph 1 provide the results of 2003-2004 mathematics assessments for
An-noor Islamic private school, Queen Victoria public school, Greater Essex County District
School Board (GECDSB) and the entire province of Ontario. The results reveal that 11/% of all
71 Grade 3 students of Queen Victoria public school achieved at Level 4 (above the provincial
standard). However, none of the An-noor Islamic school students reached that level.
Nonetheless, Table 1 and bar graph 1 show that more students (52%) of An-noor Islamic school
achieved at the provincial standard (Level 3) than Queen Victoria public school (39%). At the
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provincial standard (Level 3), An-noor Islamic school superseded the entire public school board
by 2%. More than a half of the students of both An-noor Islamic school and Queen Victoria
public school achieved at or above the provincial standard. Four percent of the Queen Victoria
students did not provide enough information to score but all students of An-noor Islamic school
completed their work.
Table 1
Comparison of R esults for
School: Queen Victoria Public School
Private School: An-noor Islamic School
Board: Greater E ssex County District School Board (GECDSB)
Province: Ontario
Mathematics: 2003-2004
#of students

71
Queen Victoria

25
An-noor

2 782

141 245

GECDSB

Province

Level 4

11%

0%

15%

13%

Level 3

39%

52%

50%

52%

Level 2

38%

44%

26%

25%

Level 1

6%

0%

3%

2%

NET*

1%

0%

1%

<1%

NEIS**

4%

0%

3%

3%

No Data

0%

0%

<1%

1%

Exempt

0%

4%

2%

5%

At or above(3 & 4)

51%

52%

65%

64%
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Bar graph 1

Mathematics: All students(2003-2004)

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

NE1**

NBS**

No Data

Exempt

■ Queen Vic. ■ An-noor □ GECDSB □ Province of Ontario

Table 2 and bar graph 2 present the results of 2002-2003 EQAO mathematics assessments of
the same schools as in Table 1 and bar graph 1. When comparing the two schools, it was found that
none of the An-noor Islamic school students achieved at Level 4, while 9% of Queen Victoria
students performed at Level 4. Also, 38% of Queen Victoria school students and 18% of An-noor
Islamic school students obtained Level 3. More of the public school students were at the provincial
standard (Level 3) than the private school. However, only 9% of the An-noor Islamic school failed to
complete their assessments whereas 14% of Queen Victoria public school students left their work
unfinished. There were 14% of students from Queen Victoria who were exempted from participation
in the assessment. All students of An-noor Islamic School participated in the assessments. Forty six
percent of the Queen Victoria students achieved at Level 3 or at Level 4. Only 18% of An-noor
Islamic School students reached Level 3 or Level 4.
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Table 2
Comparison of Results for
School: Queen Victoria Public School
Private School: An-noor Islamic School
Board: Greater E ssex County District School Board ( GECDSB)
Province: Ontario
Mathematics: 2002-2003
#of students

69

22

2 828

140 860

Queen Victoria

An-noor

GECDSB

Level 4

9%

0%

10%

10%

Level 3

38%

18%

46%

47%

Level 2

19%

36%

27%

27%

Level 1

1%

36%

5%

4%

NE1**

0%

0%

<1%

<1%

NEIS**

14%

9%

8%

7%

No Data

4%

0%

1%

1%

Exempt

14%

0%

4%

4%

At or above(3 & 4)

46%

18%

55%

57%

Province of Ontario

Bar graph 2

Mathematics: All students (2002-2003)
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Table 3 and bar graph 3 exhibit the results of the 2001-2002 EQAO mathematics
assessments for Grade 3 students. The same percentage of students (36%) of both schools
received Level 3. forty two percent of Queen Victoria students and 36% of An-noor Islamic
School were either at Level 3 or at Level 4. The three years from 2001-2002 to 2003-2004 that
were examined revealed that, considering the provincial standard (Level 3), An-noor Islamic
School did better than Queen Victoria public school in mathematics achievement in the 20032004 EQAO mathematics assessments. In the 2001-2002 assessments, the results indicated that
both schools did equally well at maintaining the provincial standard even though 6% of Queen
Victoria students were above the provincial standard. However, the assessments of 2002-2003
revealed that more of Queen Victoria school students performed at or above the provincial
standard. As a result, in the year 2002-2003 Queen Victoria students did better than An-noor
Islamic School in mathematics achievement.
Table 3
Comparison of Results for
School: Queen Victoria Public School
Private School: An-noor Islamic School
Board: Greater E ssex County District School Board (GECDSB)
Province: Ontario
Mathematics: 2001-2002
#of students

53

14

2 711

139 725

Queen Victoria

An-noor

GECDSB

Level 4

6%

0%

9%

10%

Level 3

36%

36%

48%

48%

Level 2

38%

57%

28%

27%

Level 1

8%

7%

5%

5%

Province of Ontario
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NE1**

0%

0%

<1%

<1%

NEIS**

13%

9%

5%

5%

No Data

0%

0%

<1%

<1%

Exempt

0%

0%

5%

5%

42%

36%

57%

58%

At or above(3 & 4)

Bar graph 3
Mathematics: All students (2001-2002)

0s

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

■ Queen Vic.

Level 1

■ An-noor

NE1**

□ GECDSB

NBS**

No Data

Exempt

□ Province of Ontario

Table 4 and bar graph 4 provide the results of the 2001-2002 mathematics assessments
for London Islamic School, Oxford Park public school, Thames Valley District School Board
(TVDSB) and the entire province of Ontario. The results showed that 3% of Oxford Park public
school students obtained Level 4 and none of the London Islamic schools students achieved that
level. Nevertheless, 60% of London Islamic School students performed at Level 3 whereas 57%
of Oxford Park public school students were at Level 3. When percentages of students of both
schools who achieved at or above the provincial standard (Level 3 and Level 4) were added, 60%
of students of both schools were either at Level 3 or Level 4. A smaller percentage of students,
59% and 58%, of TVDSB and the entire province of Ontario respectively, achieved at Level 3 or
Level 4. At Level 3, or the provincial standard, the results showed that 3% more London Islamic
school students achieved at that level than Oxford Park public school.
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Table 4
Comparison of Results for
School: Oxford Park Public School
Private School: London Islamic School
Board: Thames Valley District School Board (TVDSB)
Province: Ontario
Mathematics: 2001-2002
#of students

30

10

5 819

Oxford Park

London

TVDSB

Level 4

3%

0%

9%

10%

Level 3

57%

60%

51%

48%

Level 2

30%

40%

28%

27%

Level 1

7%

0%

5%

5%

NE1**

0%

0%

<1

<1%

NEIS**

0%

0%

5%

5%

No Data

0%

0%

<1

<1%

Exempt

3%

0%

3%

5%

60%

60%

59%

58%

At or above(3 & 4)

139 725
Province of Ontario

Bar graph 4
Mathematics: All Students (2001-2002)

70%
V)

c0) 60%
1 50%

(0

g 40%
o> 30%
1

20%

o
4> 10%
0%
Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

NE1**

NEIS**

No Data

Exempt

■ OxfordPark ■ London □ TVDSB □ Province of Ontario
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Table 5 and bar graph 5 provide the results of the 2003-2004 mathematics assessments
for Abraar Islamic School, Pinecrest Public School, Ottawa-Carleton District School Board and
the entire province of Ontario. Nine percent of Abraar Islamic School students achieved at Level
4 and none of the Pinecrest public school students obtained Level 4. More than a half (54%) of
all students of Abraar Islamic School obtained Level 3 or the provincial standard whereas only
21% of Pinecrest public school students obtained Level 3. The results indicated that Abraar
school students outperformed their counterparts at Pinecrest public school students in
mathematics.
Table 5
Comparison of Results for
School: Pinecrest Public School
Private School: Abraar Islamic School
Board: Ottawa-Carleton District School Board (OCDSB)
Province: Ontario
Mathematics: 2003-2004
#of students

42
Pinecrest

22
Abraar

5 080
OCDSB

141 245
Province of Ontario

Level 4

0%

9%

8%

13%

Level 3

21%

54%

43%

52%

Level 2

43%

27%

29%

25%

Level 1

12%

4%

4%

2%

NE1**

0%

0%

1%

<1%

NEIS**

10%

1%

6%

3%

No Data

5%

0%

4%

1%

Exempt

10%

0%

5%

5%

At or above(3 & 4)

21%

63%

51%

64%
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Bar graph 5
M athem atics: All Students (2003-2004)
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Level 3

Level 2

Level 1
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The difference in mathematics achievement between the provincial public and private
Islamic schools in Ontario was also tested with a Fisher’s exact test (see tables 6 through 25).
Each Private Islamic school was first compared to its public school counterpart that is located in
the same city as the private Islamic school and then to the entire province. When the 2002-2003
EQAO assessments of An-noor Islamic School and Queen Victoria public school of Windsor,
Ontario were compared, the results showed a significant difference in mathematics achievement
between the two school types. The p-value reported was less than the selected significance level
(i.e., p < .05). The exact p-value was found to be .015 (see tables 8 and 9).
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Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and Queen Victoria Public School for
2002-2003 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Note: For simplicity, levels 0 and 1 denote students who received below the provincial

standard (Level 3) and at or above the provincial standard (Levels 3 and 4) respectively.
Level 0 represents students who received below the provincial standard (Level 3).
Level 1 represents students who received at or above the provincial standards (Levels 3
and 4)
Table 8

School * Level Crosstabulation
Count
Level
1

0
School

Total

An-noor Islamic School

18

4

22

Queen Victoria Public
School

37

32

69

55

36

91

Total

Table 9

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square

Value
5.546d

df

Continuity Correction3

4.430

1
1

Likelihood Ratio

6.003

1

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.019

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.024

.015

.035
.014

91

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.
70.

Again, the year 2003-2004 EQAO mathematics assessment results of Abraar Islamic
school and Pinecrest public school of Ottawa, Ontario revealed a statistically significant
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difference in mathematics achievement of the two schools. The exact p-value was .001 (see
tables 14 and 15), a value that was less than the significance level of p< .05.

Fisher’s Exact test for Abraar Islamic School and Pinecrest Public School for
2003-2004 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 14

School * Level Crosstabulation
Count
Level
1

0
School

Abraar Islamic school
Pinecrest Public School

Total

Total

8

14

22

33

9

42

41

23

64

Table 15

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction1
Likelihood Ratio

1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.001

9.414

1

.002

11.105

1

.001

Value
11,172b

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

df

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.002

.001

64

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.
91.

When each private Islamic school’s EQAO mathematics results were compared to the
EQAO results of the entire province, only An-noor Islamic school versus Province of Ontario of
2002-2003 EQAO assessment results indicated significant difference (see tables 18 and 19).
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Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and the entire Province of Ontario for 20022003 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 18
school * level Crosstabulation
Count
level
1

0

Total

An-noor Islamic
School

18

4

22

The Province of
Ontario

60570

80290

140860

60588

80294

140882

Total

Table 19
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square

Value
13.523b

df
1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.000

Continuity Correction3

11.985

1

.001

Likelihood Ratio

14.016

1

.000

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.000

.000

140882

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.
46.

The remaining comparisons indicated that mathematics achievement for provincial public
and private Islamic schools did not differ significantly at the p<. 05 level (see tables 6, 7, 10, 11,
12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24, 25). It was concluded that, in most cases, the school type,
which a student attends, had no significant effect on mathematics achievement.
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Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and Queen Victoria Public School for
2003-2004 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 6

School * Level Crosstabulation
Count
Level
0
School

An-noor Islamic School
Queen Victoria Public
School

Total

1

Total

12

13

25

35

36

71

47

49

96

Table 7

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction3
Likelihood Ratio

.000

1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.911
1.000

.012

1

.911

Value
.012b

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

df
1

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

1.000

.548

96

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.
24.
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Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and Queen Victoria Public School for
2001-2002 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 10

School * Level Crosstabulation
Count
Level
0
School

An-noor Islamic School
Queen Victoria Public
School

Total

1

Total

9

5

14

31

22

53

40

27

67

Table 11

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction3
Likelihood Ratio

Value
,155b
.008

df
1
1
1

.156

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.694

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.767

.470

.931
.693

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

67

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.
64.

Fisher’s Exact test for London Islamic School and Oxford Public School for
2001-2002 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 12

School * Level Crosstabulation
Count
Level
0
School

London Islamic School
Oxford Public School

Total

1
4

Total
6

10

12

18

30

16

24

40
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Table 13

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction?
Likelihood Ratio

Value
,000b
.000
.000

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
1.000
1.000

df
1
1
1

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

1.000

.649

1.000

40

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.

00 .

Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and the entire Province of Ontario
for 2003-2004 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 16
school * level Crosstabulation
Count
level
1

0
An-noor Islamic
School
The Province of
Ontario
Total

Total

12

13

25

50848

90397

141245

50860

90410

141270

Table 17
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction3
Likelihood Ratio

Value
1,562b
1.085
1.506

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.211

1
1

.220

df

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.217

.149

.298

141270

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.

00 .
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Fisher’s Exact test for An-noor Islamic School and the entire Province of Ontario
for 2001-2002 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 20
school * level Crosstabulation
Count
level
0

1

Total

An-noor Islamic
School

9

5

14

The Province of
Ontario

58684

81041

139725

58693

81046

139739

Total

Table 21
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square

Value
2.854b

1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.091

df

Continuity Correction3

2.013

1

.156

Likelihood Ratio

2.813

1

.094

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

.108

.079

139739

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.

88 .
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Fisher’s Exact test for London Islamic School and the entire Province of Ontario for
2001-2002 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results
Table 22
school * level Crosstabulation
Count
level
1

0
London Islamic
School
The Province of
Ontario
Total

Total

4

6

10

58684

81041

139725

58688

81047

139735

Table 23
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction3
Likelihood Ratio

Value
.016b
.000
.016

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

df
1
1
1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.898

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

1.000

.582

1.000
.898

139735

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.

20 .
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Fisher’s Exact test for Abraar Islamic School and the entire Province of Ontario for
2003-2004 Grade 3 EQAO Mathematics Results

Table 24
school * level Crosstabulation
Count
level
0
Abraar Islamic
school
The Province
of Ontario
Total

1

Total

8

14

22

50848

90397

141245

50856

90411

141267

Table 25
Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction?
Likelihood Ratio

1

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
.972

.000

1

1.000

.001

1

.972

Value
.001D

Fisher's Exact Test
N of Valid Cases

df

Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

1.000

.566

141267

a- Computed only for a 2x2 table
b- 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.
92.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Conclusions
This study has attempted to investigate the influence of school type (i.e., public or
private) on mathematics achievement of Grade 3 students. Three provincial public school
and three Islamic private school students were used in the study. The results of EQAO
Grade 3 assessments of Mathematics in these schools were analyzed. The analyses of the
EQAO mathematics results did not show a consistent pattern of superior student
performance between the two school systems. For example, when each Islamic private
school was compared to its provincial public school counterpart, it was found that Annoor Islamic school versus Queen Victoria public school in the year 2002-2003 EQAO
mathematics results showed significant differences in their mathematics achievement.
The same results of statistically significant differences were found between Abraar
Islamic school and Pinecrest public school in the EQAO mathematics assessments
conducted in the year 2003-2004. However, the comparisons that were made between
An-noor Islamic school and Queen Victoria in the years 2001-2002 and 2003-2004
EQAO mathematics assessments and that of London Islamic school versus Oxford public
school in the year 2001-2002 assessments did not show a statistically significant
difference between the two types of schools.
As a result, this study in general supported the null hypothesis that there would be
no statistically significant difference between provincial public schools and Islamic
private schools in Ontario and the achievement in mathematics of Grade 3 students.
These findings did not coincide with the current existing research results. Some of the
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available results from previous studies as cited in the literature review indicated that
private school students performed better than public schools academically while other
studies revealed that public school students outperformed their counterparts in private
schools in academic achievements. The research results in this area were found to be
conflicting, possibly due to the fact that many studies used different measurement tools
and spanned different time periods.
An important issue that also became apparent when examining the two school
types was the big difference in the sizes of the two samples. From three provincial public
schools, 265 students participated in the study and only 93 students were from the three
Islamic private schools. The population of each public school was, in most cases, 50%
larger than the population of each of the private schools. In spite of this difference in size
between the two school types and the fact that the provincial public schools did enjoy
better resources, when Fisher’s Exact test was used, no statistically significant difference
in mathematics achievement was found.
The Ontario Ministry of Education, in the Ontario Curriculum, considers Level 3
as a high level of achievement and commensurate with the provincial standard. The levels
of achievement include four -level scales which are used on the Provincial Report Card.
According to the Ministry of Education, Level 4 is assigned when a student has
demonstrated the required knowledge and skills and his or her achievement exceeds the
provincial standard. In this study I found that most of the time, less than 12% of the
students of all the participating schools performed at Level 4 and at the province level
only 13% or less of the students reached Level 4. The possible reason as to why most of
the students failed to perform at Level 4 could be the fact that the Ministry of Education
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set Level 3 as the provincial standard. When students succeeded in performing at Level 3,
they may not have been getting from their teachers the motivation and incentives by
which they should strive to reach Level 4. It is also indicative of the general poor
performance of students in mathematics.
B. Recommendations
1. The study should be replicated to include the entire population of Grade 3
students of all private Islamic schools. A larger sample size of private Islamic
schools would help obtain a more representative sample of students.
2. This type of study should be conducted within other school boards outside the
province of Ontario. This would allow for further comparison of even other
grades and/or other subjects.
3. Since participating in EQAO assessments costs about $70 per student, the
government of Ontario should pay for the EQAO assessments on behalf of parents
whose children attend private schools. This would allow more private
schools to participate in the assessments.
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APPENDIX
EQAO GRADE 3 ASSESSMENT OF MATHEMATICS, 2003-2004

Investigation I -1

Page 2

Number Sense and Numeration
Problem Solving
!.

CODE 50

The students in Mrs. Cameron’s class see goose eggs and nests near the pond.
There are 20-pj>^jl
There are 8 nests.
Each neat must have at least 2 eggs and no m ore than 4 eggs in it,
Shaw one way to gla

T W

.aVe;

S d &

Y

20 eggs

8 nests.

A ert-S

3 * 3

r

Explain how you could place all 20 eggs in the 8 nests in a different way

Demonstrates an appropriate use o f strategies to solve number problems (e.g.
estimation, computation) and determine reasonableness o f results by: following 3
criteria and explaining a different method accurately {other than rearranging the
nests) (la either box; 8 nests, 20 whole eggs, 2-4 eggs per nest)______________

58
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Investigation 1 - 2

Page 3 (Top)

Patterning and Algebra
Understanding o f Concepts
2.

The

CODE 40

la the nests are beginning to hatch.

Mai Lin looks at the eggs and draws this pattern.

Draw the next two eggs in the pattern.

C O

0

Demonstrates recognition and understanding o f patterns that repeat, grow, are
formed by multiple changes so attributes or are formed by applying transformations
by. drawing both small eggs accurately
____
_______
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Investigation 1 -2

Page 3 (Bottom)

Patterning and Algebra
Understanding of Concepts
2.

CODE 40

The eggs in the nests are beginning to hatch.
M ai Lin looks a t th e eggs and draws th is pattern.

ouw o
B

f
t -3

•»

.n

«n4

B

^

C.

p

CM

S » u |l e 93 s + . r

^
* n

ft

s4< w < „*

t< o ,
'

/° < H v < s o

« 3 r n 4 I)

)< * ).

S t a ''

e.

3 3

Theme

eg3

° n

' s 4 s-tp y

r

r '^ D

5,' J a

A 4-K

Dcmodosirates recognition and understanding o f patterns that repeal, gnaw, are
formed by multiple changes to attributes o r are formed by applying Iransformalions
by: drawing or describing 3 attributes per egg (core o f 6 ) ____________________
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Investigation 1 - 3
Measurement
Application of Procedures
3.

Page 4

CODE 60

The students want to build an ofaeervation area near the pondHere ate 2 plans for the observation arm:
{

1
J— -

j I t 12 d

Iw hV Io
i i h j 1 1 r ; ■> j *

13j f t ! f | H

^ n h i l

i t ! ** j 5

2.13 i <S i f H® =u
s!H

Jake thinks that Plan A covers a larger area. Mai Lin thinks that Plan B
covers a larger area.
# How would you find out which plan covers a larger area?

8

Show your work.

M ai U n
m o re

w as

r'^w ’V

s? a £ t

VVte^Vi Vv»e^ \ooV ^nc-

B avi

ham ^,

PW
A

'Q 'YoV:
****

a f c a . "Vhc*:

^oV

Plan

ie

ft

is larger.

Demonstrates understanding o f mathematical procedures to measure and compare
the area or two-dimensional shapes by: picking Plan B, calculating or explaining
both areas accurately (22/24)___________________________________ _______
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Investigation 1 - 4

Page 5

Data Management and Probability
Understanding of Concepts
4.

CODE 50

Mai Un and Jake are pbying a game with 2 spinner*.

m m

totm

The players sp a their apmmrsThe person who spans feather (F) the most wins.
•

Who has a better chance of winning?
Explain your thinking. T

m

* e
5 p <rvn
I

3" •

Kcj

±

h o s

a ' ^ \

^
^ O U S e

j oK .

o A d M; ; ,

J

n5

Jr~lr

Demonstrates understanding o f probability by; choosing Jake and comparing with a
discussion o f fraotions/chances
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Investigation

Page 6

I-5

Number Sense and Numeration
Understanding of Concepts
S.

CODE 30

Mother Goose finds berries to feed her youngest gosling.
The scaling eats 5 berries*. Mother Goose eats the 3 berries left over.
• What fraction of the berries does Mother Goose eat?
(Circle your answer.)
a
5

Explain how jx>u know your answer is correct.
w W r c 8 i ) O f i 'i £ s H o 'l i « £
s * »**$ c * r e h m *ti t& c.

^ /g

t%>rnatc.

Demonstrates an understanding o f (he use of fractions by: choosing 3/8 with an
appropriate explanation___________________ —__ __________________
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investigation 1 -6

Page 7 (Top)

Data Management and Probability
Application of Procedures
6.

CODE 30

The students keep track of how man; geese they see in the park each day.
The graph below shows the results.
Here are the tallies for
Saturday and Sunday.
to*
Sawsay

Mwt&ff ®l Sccst Sm i
HI
m i

I n

Ml

tm.

tm

9m

• Complete the graph for Saturday and Sunday.

Demonstrates an understanding of applications and procedures in the construction of
bar graphs and pictographs using scales of 2 ,5 ,1 0 by: completing both bars
accwatcfr
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Investigation 1 - b

Page 7 (Bottom)
Data Management and Probability
Application of Procedures
mm

6.

- •

The students keep track of how many

CODE 60

they see in the park each day

The graph below shows the results.
kanbanf Seme Seta
Here are the tallies lor
Saturday and Sunday
•ay
SatMtsqr

S w ie s f

•

111

tm i

Complete the graph for Saturday and Sunday

a How many geese do they me altogether fat the week?
ShOT" " " rw °H t

'

Utey see

se% .

7 -* - 1 t 7 + C r 2 ( 3 r &
2A

”

9«-es«

3 4

;n ^

*3 geese.

Demonstrates an understanding o f reading data by selectatg and applying
appropriate operations and procedures to determine the total number o f geese seen
by: reading data accurately (work shown) and calculating the correct total (39)
________
with/without minor addition error ( I or 2 off)
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Investigation 1 » 7
Geometry and Spatial Sense
Understanding of Concepts

Page 8 flop)

CODE 40

The students notice that the sdhool buildings ate made up
of 3'dLmensional figures.
•

Name the 3-D figures.

X r t n Q n A a f -

j^jThiHk about i

faces, cd^es,
and vertices. \

S y w ie - bo^eA p y r a w f j

Demonstrates an understanding o f shapes and figures by: naming both figures
completely (triangular prism and square base pyramid)
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Investigation 1 -7

Page 8 (Bottom)

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Understanding of Concepts
7.

CODE 50

The students notice that the school buddings are made i
of 3-dimensional figures.
•

Name the 3-D Spites.

How are the 3-D figures (fan same?
T L i-

kw*»

4r\ l

r- ji «•:«.«-„ mrij

f-Kc_. p«rrrJr-n ^ cf \=» a-t-H

Fa t,r 5. T k t y

h ttirU k c w g---------------

lcr.C J£ ___________________________________._____________________________,_______________________________________________________

•

H w are the 3-D figures different?

Ik
a m J

J t ftfe>rm**sS b e c a u s e
p

fk r pr

cm

l a %°l r *i ^C.S

p o .H i figj L . JL ols __

Demonstrates an understanding o f similarities and differences by: identifying at least
1 major similarity and 1 major difference with no more than I inaccurate statement
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Investigation 2 -1

Page 10 (Chart)

Patterning and Algebra
Application of Procedures
I.

CODE 40

The student* in lb s . Cameron’* claw notice geese flying in V-pattern*.

\
*v
IP

V
S r
>
VV

fIoc* 2

fM tt

•

\

\
S "

>

V-

VV

nVES J

Complet* the chart bekwsr Ibr 7 floek* of geeae.
Flock

iW— f tir of (

m m

t

3

2

t

3

io

4

5

i* Eachflock

'

15
d .i

fi
7

3 6

...............

Demonstrates recogn mon and understanding o f patterns that grow, repeat, or are
formed by applying transformations by: extending increasing tie pattern accurately
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Investigation 2 - 1
Patterning and Algebra
Application o f Procedures

Page 11 (Top)

CODE 40

OMapteie the chart betow far 7 flocks of geese.
Itmehrf ef ftrmta In fsrfi Hrtrr»

flesh
l
-----------------------------T T T " ....... ........
z
.
............ ■
---------------- 1 1

Z T

ID.

-----

1
4-1
5”- > 4-1

=>t t

p .

11

1*Ij f if>
l "2 y
m

..................

36

Look back a | the drawing and the chart on page 10.
D eserve all the pattera* that you see.

+30*5*1+7+8 faH ern
+1 Po+1'er*
H M W oG e F

*4,< x ( 6 ^

Denwmtraies an understanding o f the procedure used to extend or complete the
pattern by: describing 2 or nwre numerical patterns
________________
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Page 12

Investigation 2 - 2

Measurement
Understanding o f Concepts
Z

CODE 30

lake wocders how laQ a real goose is.

He thinks a goose Is about 200 cm ialL
•

Is tim mreasonable estimate?
^Explain joqr thinking.

f\J Q,

f k ,f

------ - I V g ,

t h c f __ fi___

rtof' r,
g p n sr

W
O n ly
----------

■

X ftK g A l i n * e - f O n titL T V

lfP»n—, Jfvfe ft A<F<v,rtdb.— *ffl—

prdsrJy
£2

i ft

1

- —

MS

_

Sfty

^ f3

a i c ttf

—

—

—II- M
lM
l—■■MM

S Q Cewi

* krtfc-g

.la.iiiSia iXiir ni., nnii» ■■ — n a.,—

X ^ < /_

/w aC f CC

>emonstrates an Bndmtanding o f die reasonableness o f a linear measurement
rstimate by: choosing *W » providing more than t explanation (comparison or
stimaie)
______
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Investigation 2*3

Page 13 (Top)

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Application of Procedures

CODE 30

3. Hie students are using tsagrams to learn about symmetry.

it

a Make the shapes below using the two small triangles.

3 ia

Mai Lin thinks that by trading the small triangles inside the medium shapes
above she can show that they all have a line of symmetry.
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Investigation 2 - 3

Page 13 (Bottom)

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Problem Solving
3.

rV n/ V n/ L /pl I / T
i ^n U

The students are using tangrajns to teara about symmetry.

•

Make the shapes M a t using th« two small triangles.

Mat Lin thinks that by tracing the small triangles inside tit# medium shapes
them that they all tom a I
•

Is rive right?

Explain the strategy you used to solve this problem.
to .A W - L j o

;g

v to m

’* rt? i‘

$‘>,? V 'X ecH

(5

T-T Y a d

E S hS
^

O ll4 ” £p

r ff

Demonstrates an understanding o f symmetry problems by choosing no, and
explaining an appropriate strategy to determine (be shapes (bat to re or do not have a
line c€ s y m m e t r y _________________
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Investigation
2 -4
°

Page 14
■
--------..T"P.----

I CODE 40

Number Sense and Numeration
Application of Procedures
4.

The mother geese and their gosliiifs are out for a walk

•

Thereare 7 B»thera(M )( each » ilh the same number of goslings.
How numy goslings (G) will there be altogether?
Show your work,

rk

-

!?

m

■

There wiU be

*.

Zo C \J

p d h p (G)

Detnonstrates an imderstandiflg of operaions and proceduies to complete word
problems using bask operations by: using an appropriate procedure to calculate a
total of 21 gostinei
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w
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Investigation 2* 5

Page 15 (Top)

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Application of Procedures
5.

CODE 30

T h e s t a ^ a t » i a » l # i » i t 3 'D s « i l i i i i & i i w * i « « « « i « o f t h e * « i < i s t i b e y u se .

h:

E

.a

The students sort mam of the 3-D solids late a group.

Their group is B. A. F. These shapes have %attributes in common.

n

ft If.........

Their sorting rule is
0 ^ 4 ,

a

Demonstrates an undemanding of operations and procedures to compare and s«t 3-D
figures according to 2 or more attrilHites by: describirg the sort using 2 or more
attributes accurately______ ___________________ ______________________ _
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Investigation 2 -5

Page 15 (Bottom)

Geometry ami Spatial Sense
Application of Procedures
5.

CODE 40

The students like to sort 3-D solids. Hare are some of the solids they

#'
*
»

The students sort:

t of the 3-D mUds into a poop.

Tbeir group i* B^AJE-Ttcae ahapes bawe 2 aUribwtes in
•

Choose a different groap of sliapes that have at least 2 attributes in

My group is

6 l,

E .

f t

I

My sorting rale is j ’

Yl||| X n V ft

~frkey a j ( s i j dl e,
f a l L

D

n

f> 4 rlnft'V.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

and sort 3D figures according to 2 or more attributes by: choosing a different group and
soning the figures using at least 2 attributes accurately______________________
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Investigation 2

Pafie i 6

- 6

Data Management and Probability
Problem Solving
6,

CODE 60

Here Is mapinner for a game the students play.

•

IfyousjuathespicnerBtiflies.how iiianytiiaesia it likely to land on
each colour?
Explain how you solved this probtenx

tsr^
'C V -'

> .* u i J
V t lW iS \

»* ^

it *

* «M*flf4«r

G t c t f t .4 \ V >e«u*«e .V •< V J ? a < u -fk r

ft* 6 d t

f

cAfc
M fc-

Demonstrates an undorstaildini o f analyzing and applying problem solving
strategies to probability experiments and predicting results by; explaining using
fractions, decimals and/or percentages bow many tones die spinner is likely to land
on each colour (B lue-4, Rcd*=2, Green3"*!, Y e ik n r-I)
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Investigation 3 -1

Page 1$

Geometry and Spatial Sense
Understanding of Concepts
1.

CODE 50

Draw the feather in Bo* 2 so that it am flip, slide or turn to get to Bax 3.

m

M»*

•

Explain the transformations made to get from
ftps.fliae*-;?fc

Box 1 to Box 2

Xk

ut c l

SL

Box 2 to Box 3
1, 1. 1,...i

——

«.'Q.

" ' Mftr.iig L t -

Box 3 to Box 4

is flfji p— .

Demonstrates an understanding o f transformational geometry by: explaining all 3
transformations accurately and indicating the type o f rotation (size or direction)
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investigation 3 - 2

Page 19

Data Management and Probability
Understanding o f Concepts

CODE 40
with a number cube.

The teacher teach** t students a probability

Each student rolls tha number cube 11 limes
Partner 1 gela 1 point i t mm odd Dumber Is roUsd.

•

* Partner 2 pets 1 pel»t tfaa «»«* Dumter

faifel,

Kara ate
rpiUKf <
tM m
I ta u R lM

PartMf 1
i
8

i

111
IMk-

0
0

m

ra

in

0

1*1
t t poMl

0
Tolal Scwt:

•

iffufn^n

IhM sM lcti

i

s
Total Score.

9 points

Is this m M r puns?
Explain how you know.
•fhs

4
o il

fM »s

'«

rtt

( s ir

«r%
m

E l-b
**
*vm
a

-I

**«»

<*

w

cW

*£

whw^Ss

%

J_
____

Demonstrates an understanding o f probability by: indicating "yes* and justifying
that even and odd numbers have an equal chance__________________
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Investigation 3 -3
Patterning and Algebra
Application of Procedures

Page 21

CODE 40

Leak hack at page 20-

H e r e w ill to

•

rerfto (R i a N e t h e r alter 4 hours.

After 6 hours hew many rails (ft) w ill he m ed In the tenet altogether?

Demonstrates an understanding o f patterns that grow by: following 4 criteria
iceuniely (C riteria; I.) F in e ifram i after 4 h n , X ) 12 rails, 3.) Fence show■
after 6 Ira , (pictures, am bers or wordsh 4.) 18 n i l
__ ___________
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Investigation 3 - 4

Page 22

Patterning and Algebra
Problem Solving
4.

CODE 40

There it a path made of triangle' mid rhombus-shaped stones neat to the field
at Gander Sfflwwl Here are
efomwy.

Here is what the path looks like from the akjr.

•

What strategy would you use to find the shape of the 15* stone?

Tt»e 15a atone will be a __ T f t a * j i l t

shape.

Demonstrates problem solving skills to solve patterning problems by: showing an
appropriate strategy to arrive at the shape o f the 15* stone (triangle) and indicating
its orientation (i.e. upside down)
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Investigation 3 - S

Pajse23

Measurement
Understanding of Concepts
5.

CODE 50

The students want to know hmr heavy a goose is.

•

tVhich unit is best for measuring the i
(Circle yeti# anawet)

te fa g sw e ?

Explain bow ynu knew this is the best unit for measuring the i

jj L (KV\ 4,

| S

Sr A r
V

JP Q f

t t

®

cn
® fJ*•in.

ua+K

A.

9

Demonstrates an UKterstKKfiBg o f w its o f measure by: selecting “kg” and comparing
_____
wrthai least 2 of (be other units of measure
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Investigation 3 - 6
Measurement
Problem Solving
|>

Page 24

CODE 50

The students at Gander School wait for the geese to arrive.
•

Hie geese travel 30 km every 30 minutes,

•

At UQO p.m_t the geese are 90 km away from Gander School.

•

Will the geese arrive before the end of racess?
Show the strategies you used to solve this problem.

m

6°
I ’.oo '‘■3°
(

,'30

“

% ', 3 ° ~ 00
>

tm

j;j0
1

no

T hey

2 W
~ 4 v - " —
3 o ^m

w i l l fio V

f e e a iq & £ r e t d £ / ® i J *

2W »

c ,c e * « * J

° * t- e a n f t r
o ^ ^ h o il\

f t f r i ve \t\ ¥ im \e
b b t f - H if c

________ Swnh ..jtfbA,___________________________________ —

Demonstrates problem solving skills to solve measurement m l estimation problems
by: showing an appropriate strategy to accurately determine the arrival o f the geese
and comparing to the ending time o f recess
_____________
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Investigation 3 - 7

Page 25 (Top - Group 1)

Number Sense ami Numeration
Procedures
7.

CODE 40

Two groups of geese are flying the 70 km from Pond A to Pond B.
Croup 1 slops after 15 tea*
•

Draw anX oa the number fine to show where Group I stops.

From there, Group 1 flies 30 km noire.
# Draw another X oo the number line to show where Croup 1 slope next.

FT

II

S

I

N b tf*!
I
L :
■. : !
*
!
i
1 : tmi I
~~+— i— |— ^ —(— f 0 - |— |— fr- O ip I— i— I----r — r~
! o |
16KXR I 2mm i 3Qkm I SOLhm5 SQIm |60 hm : 70>m
i

]

| ....] ....... ] “

_L

Demonstrates an umKkrstandmg o f ordering and locating numbers on a number line
by: drawing both stops for group I accurately on the number line (IS , 45)
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Investigation 3 - 7

Page 25 (Mid - Group 2)

Number Sense and Numeration
Procedures
7.

Two ffroup* cvf

CODE 40

are (lym« the 70 km from Ptmd A to Pond B

Group I stops after 15 km.
•

Draw an X on the number H i m to show where Group 1 stops.

From there. Group 1 ties 30 km more.
•

Draw another It on the number line to show where Group 1 stops
*

i

I

I

P to it!

3:--- 4—
A

im
j .

■1
I

"T"

j %

i# - >

2 ttlm I

!

4

-T

M ; fm j

j-

« 0 * » T S fljtm \ fiQfiw* |

T ^ * T TI ^ AC l 5 “tJ 1- Ti ~ T
! " 1J ..

1

M im

|

i

£

;

Group 2 stops alter 27 km.
From there, Group 2 tiro 19
#

Brow circles on the no

im to show the stops Group 2 makes.

Demonstrates an understanding of ordering and beating numbers on a number line
by. drawing both flops for group 2 accurately on die number line (27,4b)______
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Page 25 (Bottom)

Investigation 3 - 7

—
———M .iii—jfci—
— —im——

Number Sense and Numeration
Understanding Concepts
7.

CODE 40

Two group* iif §M*e are flying the 70 km from Pood A to Pond B.
Group I stops after IS km.
•

Draw an X on the number line to show where Group 1 stops.

From there, Group 1 flies 30 km more.
•

Dnw another X on the number line to show where Group 1 stops next

"r T
T

' "

t

♦

T

“

~ r~ ~ r

*

II—
km f 2CUwt II 30kw> | 40 km
-

-.f.
"

-

-

-

-

±

I !

S
SL km ■ 60km
SO

Ktfcm

!

Graup I etope after 17 km...
From there, Group 1 flies 19 km more.
•

Draw circles on the number te e to show the Mops Group 1 makes.

*

Which jroup of geese is doser to Pond B?
Explain hew you know,

m

X

ilftd U U

by

jriij

{3? C uK ^I0

*5
3 °
u

c

\o S e r

-

K / n

lS
I* t /
r

5

Demonstrates an understanding o f comparing and ordering and locating numbers on
a number line by: choosing accurately and providing an appropriate explanation
(numerical comparison)
_______
_________________
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